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Political Insight: Is Data-Driven Politics Good For Democracy?  

Ben Worthy, Cat Morgan and Stefani Langehennig 

Since 2005, a whole armoury of transparency tools have been developed that allow voters to see 
what politicians at Westminster are doing, or not doing, in their name. These new instruments 
stretch from FOI laws and Registers of Financial Interests to third-party websites and Twitter bots. At 
the centre, most famously sits TheyWorkForYou, an online platform providing data on how each 
individual MP and Peer has voted, their activity (or inactivity) at Westminster, and their expenses 
and interests.  

You can see at the push of a button how an MP or Peer has voted on an issue, who has given them 
money or if they have outside interests. These data then become tweets and newspaper stories, 
zooming in to look at one MP’s vote or zooming out to look at which Members of the House of Lords 
are claiming allowances. The data have helped create rankings and measurements of everything 
from Climate Change voting records to the most or least ‘value for money’ politicians. They now 
regularly grace the pages of national, regional and local newspapers, and circulate as gifs and images 
on Facebook and Twitter .  

Our Leverhulme funded research project used interviews, case studies, surveys of data users as well 
as a YouGov poll of 101 MPs to examine the impact of this new data and information. Has this flow 
of data helped or hindered democracy?  

Transparency and openness is almost always seen as a ‘good’ thing. More data on what MPs and 
Peers are doing could bring a whole series of benefits. Not only would it help voters know more, as 
an essential prerequisite for a democracy, but it could also force greater accountability or even deter 
poor behaviour. However, context is often key, and making a place as politicised as Parliament more 
open could be unpredictable. Could it, we asked, create perverse incentives or lead to gaming?  

Mis-representation and ‘data-less Darkness’ 

Not everyone was convinced that more data made for better politics. In the last few years, there has 
been growing criticism of the new data and its effects. Our poll of MPs revealed divided opinions on 
the new data, as some members welcomed the increased accountability while others were 
concerned at being misrepresented. Some MPs' unhappiness has already gone public. Thirty 
Conservative MPs published an open letter to the Guardian in 2019, complaining about being 
misrepresented on their climate change records. A full 50 then complained in a letter to the Chief 
Executive of mySociety in 2021 that 'misleading' data 'misrepresented' their positions, again, on 
climate change.  

One major complaint is that data out of context doesn’t represent but mis-represents. Data can 
often over-simplify complex realities and procedures. As journalist Marie Le Conte put it, 'sharing 
screenshots of an MP's voting history misses out vital pieces of context'. Stephen Bush recently 
explained how data on Green MP Caroline Lucas appears to have 'voted a mixture of for and against 
greater regulation of hydraulic fracturing (fracking) to extract shale gas' because she opposed, and 
voted against, legislation she considered too weak.  

The data can, and are, manipulated. The free school meals vote was an Opposition Day vote, pushed 
by Labour, as was the recent vote on investigating Johnson over partygate: both essentially forced  
Conservative MPs to choose between party loyalty and supporting something morally difficult, while 
giving Labour and the Liberal Democrats ammunition for their campaign leaflets. One Conservative 
MP to complain that 'Opposition days should be a chance to have a healthy debate, not an exercise 



in generating fake news and misrepresenting parliamentary votes by the likes of The London 
Economic or TheyWorkForYou' . Two different newspapers used Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn's 
voting record to show he was more anti-Europe than Thatcher or always on the right side of history. 
Both Theresa May and Boris Johnson claimed MPs’ voting records showed they were ‘blocking 
Brexit’, while Johnson claimed Labour voted against NHS pay rises, in a vote that never actually took 
place.  

The wave of rankings, measures and comparisons the data created may have spurned some game 
played at the margins. Just like school league tables or university rankings, a few MPs sought to 
bump up their scores by attendance, intervention and assorted skulduggery. A larger number, 
however, use data themselves in tweets and leaflets to show their work as an MP.  

Our project highlighted some more entrenched difficulties. There is no such thing as objective data, 
and data use was often skewed in various ways, reflecting deeper inequalities. Those attracting most 
attention were high profile or controversial MPs. There is also evidence that female MPs were more 
vulnerable over expenses in 2009, and are now less likely to claim them, which could deter others 
from joining what is already an expensive career.  In 2012 the Sun published a list of ‘lazy’ MPs based 
on attendance data, which they later retracted when it emerged a number of the MPs had maternity 
or caring responsibilities. Some FOI requests too pushed on the boundaries of privacy, when asking 
which MPs paid child maintenance or gave to charity out of their salary.  

It is not just what the data shows; it is what it does not show. To take an example, data on whips are 
kept secret by political parties, so a visitor to TheyWorkForYou could well conclude that MPs may 
appear to be voting continuously with their conscience when they are, in fact, following, sometimes 
their (secret) party line.  

Beyond this, there are whole areas of MPs and Peers work that we still cannot see and cannot be 
quantified. Much of what MPs do takes place far from Westminster in their constituencies, but there 
is no systematic data on this often vital work, and no way to measure it. The same goes for the 
pernicious and poisonous issue of lobbying, where no data is gathered on who MPs or Peers meet. 
Lobbying activities have to pieced together through FOIs or combing Registers of Interests. So the 
data gives us, at best, a distorted picture, leaving vital parts in a kind of ‘data-less’ darkness.  

There may be more disappointment for voters themselves. The data should and does offer a new, 
easy to use source at election time, but what effect does it have at the ballot box? Certainly use of 
voting data and Google searches spike at election time, but there’s no mass shift in votes as a result. 
For a piece of data to have an impact, it requires an MP to be in a marginal seat, with a candidate 
with an opposing view, and on a topic that matters enough to swing their vote. Even after the 
expenses scandal, many voters’ dim view of expenses abusing MPs were outweighed by party loyalty 
when it came to voting. Between elections, there are few ways to hold an MP to account so any 
voter wishing to would have to join a local party, kick up a storm or wait for the next General 
Election. This is even more the case for the House of Lords.  

Data can only measure what is measurable, and there is a danger that data actually reinforces 
negative narratives about of politics. Stories of MPs’ interests or expenses, or tales of couch potato 
Peers claiming allowances while doing no work, feeds distrust and discontent. It may be, that some 
suggested, it even over-emphasises the importance of votes above the policy that comes out or 
detail of what it means. In a world of semi-transparency, runs this argument, there’s enough data to 
deepen suspicion, but not enough to change minds or make politics better. 

Data Driven Democracy: Why It Works For You 



Our project pointed towards some more positive outcomes. One simple point is that the data makes 
finding out what is happening in Parliament is easier. The democratic effect of this should not be 
underestimated. Thinking back to the 1990s, it would be impossible to know how an MP voted 
without a copy of Hansard, Registers of Interests were bare and paper-based, and the expenses 
system remained hidden and opaque, exactly as those that created it wanted.  

Our study found that the data does make MPs more accountable, at least in the basic sense that it 
forced them to explain what it is they are doing. MPs take to twitter, the local newspaper or Hansard 
to explain why they voted, how they spent their expenses and why they had the interests they did. 
The data has forced a continuous flow of information. In some instances, data has had an even 
stronger effect: after the revelations and searching around MPs’ second jobs in late 2021, two MPs 
referred themselves for investigation and at least two quietly dropped their lucrative outside work.  

The new data can sometimes drive more political participation. We found links from data to  a raft of 
e-petitions, and every controversial vote leaves a trail of expression and discussion across social 
media. It occasionally connected to physical protests, as happened after the Free School Meals vote 
and, more unusually, when reparations protestors gathered outside the home of Richard Drax MP, 
whose Register of Interests entry showed he had benefited from a plantation in his family’s past.  

It has also led to some interesting democratic innovations and reforms. There have been scorecards 
for MPs on climate change, and pledges for candidates promising to vote for certain policies if 
elected. Some have argued that the continual flow of data makes for better behaved politicians. A 
former head of IPSA argued that publishing expenses data has made the issue (almost) go away, 
while forcing MPs to publicly register family members working for them acts as a deterrent for 
abusing the system. It can drive and support change: the Sun’s ‘lazy list’ helped make the case for 
Proxy voting in 2019.  

Our study found that the real impact of the data lies in the 'everyday', and the way in which data fuel 
democratic discussion. Our media analysis and case studies showed how data on voting, expenses or 
interests rapidly became a yardstick and heuristic, picked up, noted, and repeated in articles and 
tweets on an almost daily basis. Voting positions appeared in national, local, and regional press and 
in tweets, on Facebook and blogs. One way to think about this data is that it allows the public and 
others to 'remix' democracy in different ways. 

As for the argument that they create ‘bits’ of isolated data, the truth is that this is exactly how voters 
think about politics. Data have always been used as a heuristic or short-cut to understand and 
decide on an issue, and these tools simply make it easier. MPs complaints at being ‘misrepresented’ 
are not new, and were made long ago in the 1830s when newspapers first began to report 
proceeding in Parliament. You could also argue that MPs complaining is a sign of a system working.  

Data Driven Democracy in 2022 

Where technology and politics meet, the results are often varied and unpredictable. On one level, 
the new data sources create a series of trips, triggers and controls. For those being watched, 
monitoring creates a new pressure of democratic control and a set of potential triggers, metrics, and 
pressures for accountability. The success of the new pressures can be seen in 'everyday' democratic 
discussion, where voting data, expenses or interests are a yardstick and heuristic. 

It can also drive engagement, expression and narratives. The core users of data, such as activists, 
journalists, politicians and their staff, act as 'opinion formers', using data to frame stories and then 
pass it outwards to a wider watching audience. Data becomes part of other expressive democratic 



activities, whether e-petitions, gifs or even protests. More generally, it creates or reinforces 
controversial or impactful narratives, and impacting upon how the public understand politics and 
democracy. These can be positive, as knowledge increases, but also negative of the stories being told 
reinforce distrust or perceptions of elitism.   

The new data causes clashes, conflict and controversy. These conflicts move in contradictory 
directions, expanding and deepening the 'uncertainty' that is the essence of democracy. Some of 
these may be partisan, but others may be questioning the system itself, as seen with the House of 
Lords, where data is used to undermine its legitimacy and question its existence. It expands the 
'frontstage' and shrinks the 'backstage', forcing politicians to be more open and less concealed in 
new areas. The sheer unpredictability of the conflict and where it leads or doesn't is fascinating: a 
'lazy' list of MPs leading to proxy voting in the Commons, a constant rolling 'scandal' in the Lords. 

Data-driven democracy contains several limitations. The central problem is that data are not 
'objective' and in so heavily politicised environment, which can be manipulated and misrepresented. 
This creates different forms of 'democratic distortion'. There is uneven openness with some issues or 
actions highlighted where data exists, but others obscured, 'misrepresented' or 'selectively' 
represented. There is a further peril in uneven context with data taken out, to misrepresent or 
portray certain activities, with an impact on trust or legitimacy.  

Our project found that data are good for most of democracy, most of the time. It can be messy, 
unpredictable and contradictory, just like democracy itself.    


